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In this paper extensic~ns of HA are studied that prove their own completeness, i.e.they prove 
A ~ [3 A, where [3 is interpreted as provability in the theory' itself. Motivation is three-fold: 
(1) these theories are thought o have some intrinsic ~nterest, (2) they are a tool for producing 
and studying provability pri~aciples, (3) they cm~ be used to prove independence results. Work 
done in the paper connected ~vith these motivt~tions ~ respectively: 
(i) A characterization is given of theories proving their own completeness, including an 
appropriate conservation result. 
(ii) Some new provability principles are produced. The provability logic of HA is not a 
sublogie of that of PA. A provability logic plus comptetene~ theorem is given for a certain 
intuitionistic extension of HA, De Jongh's theorem for propositional logic is a corollary. 
(iii) FP-realizability in Beeson's proof that 14HA KLS is replaced by theories proving their 
own completeness, New consequences ,are ~14A+~Mr~ KLS, htHA+DSS KLS. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. What is the Completeness Principle? 
Theor ies  are in tiffs paper  recursively enumerab le  extensions of Heyt ing's  
Ar i thmet ic  (HA)  in the ianguage of Ar i thmetic .  By the Completeness Principle for 
a theory T we mean:  
(CPT) A --~ [ ] rA .  
Here  the scheme is interpreted as the set of universal closures of formulae in the 
language of  HA of  the displayed form. 
1.2. Excurs: prima facie facts about CP 
An air of  paradoxal i ty  l ingers a round the Completeness  Princi;9le. The  reader 
may well  wonder :  doesn ' t  G6de l ' s  Theorem refute the principle, or what? Let us 
see what  happens .  
By the Fixed Po int  Theorem (also known as Self Reference or Diagonal  
Lemma,  see [2]) we can avail ourselves of a sentence G such that: 
* This paper is part 4 of my Ph,D. Thesis 'Aspects of diagonalization and provability" (University of 
Utrecht, 1981). 
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Hence ['HA+CP-r'-IG- From this we have on the one hand: FUA+CeT-n"nU]rG, on the 
other: I-~tA+Cp~OT-nG. Hence by logic and the closure of Or under Modus 
Po,lens: FHA+CVT-n-nKl'r±. In the paper we show that we cannot go further and 
derive F~A+cv, O.r.±. We will for example exhibit a theory HA* such that 
HA* = HA+CPHA* which is conservative over HA with respect o a wide class of 
fornaulae including all formulae of the form: Vx, 3y~ Vx~ 3ya ' " • Vx, 3y,, A, where 
A tontains only bounded quantifiers. 
Clearly the principle becomes tri" ial over Peano Arithmetic (PA) for we have: 
(PA + CPT) = (PA + I-'IT_I_). 
1.3. Motivation 
Given a theory U, we call V a selfcompletion of U if V = U + CPv. This paper 
studies CP and selfcompletions for (mainly) the following reasons: 
(i) The principle CP has a certain intrinsic interest. 
(a) CP is the natural counterpart of the Reflexion Principle. 
(b) Selfcompledons bring intuitively the concept of truth closer to that of 
formal provability. There is a definite feeling that for example "n-nU]TZ which is 
provable in a selfcompletion T expresses the familiar provability theoretic fact that 
a consistent formal theory can never prove its own consistency or 'inconsistency 
cannot be excluded'. These intuitions are supported by the translation of Section 
4, which could be considered as en interpretation depending on an Intuitionistic 
Semantics given in advance. 
(if) There are a number of technical applications. 
(a) We derive some new provability principles for e.g. HA. 
(b) We prove certain ipdependence r sults for e.g. HA. 
1. L Contents 
Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries and elementary facts. Seclion 3 proves the 
equivalence of CP with the Strong Lrb Principle (E3A---~A)--*A. Section 4 
develops mos~ of the basic technical apparatus needed in the remaining sections 
and provides ome examples and minor applications. Section 5 studies Selfeom- 
pletions. Section 6 is on Provahility Logic. We prove for example that 
O(-7-nOA-~fflA) ~ OE]A is a provabil~ty principle of HA. This shows that the 
provability logic of HA is not a sublogic of that of PA. Moreover we treat the 
provability logic of a certain extension of HA:PA*. For this logic we prove a 
Completeness Theorem. A corollary is De Jongh's Theorem for propositional 
logic. In Section 7 we give an alternative proof of the independence of the 
Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield Theorem (KLS) for HA and certain extensions. This 
is done by replacing FP-realizability in Beeson's proof by selfcompletions. As new 
results we find: 
(i) t~HA+~M,.. KI_S, where MpR is primitive recursive Markov's Principle i.e.: 
(MvR) Ve Vx (-n~qn T(e, x, n) --~ 3n T(e, x, n)). 
T(e, x, n) is Kleene's T-predicate. 
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(ii) htHA+D,~S KLS, where DNS is the scheme Double Negation Shift i.e. 
(DNS) (Vx -wnA(r) --~ -n-nVx A(x)]. 
A consequence is: 
htUA-I~KkS "-:' KLS. 
1.5. Prerequisites 
Some familiarity with HA and elementary facts about provability, is sufficient 
for most sections. At some points realizability, Kripke Models and work on 
Provability Logic like Solovay's Completeness Theorem are used, however, any of 
these sections could be skipped. All basic facts can be found in [2, 12]. 
2. Conventions, notions, elementary facts 
2.1, Language 
Y? is the language of Heyting's Arithmetic (HAL considered as a set of 
formulae. We choose as logical constants ±, A, v ,  --*, V, 3, (-~A) is defined as 
(A -~±) .  It makes no ditterence for our treatment whether we choose the 
language with just 0, (7' ,  +, ", or with symbols for all primitive recursive 
functions. The last choice is Troelstra's in [t2]; it has the nice property that for 
any A ~ A (see 2.2.17 FHA (A'~" S = t) for some terms s and t. 
2.2. Special classes of formulae 
2.2.1. ,-~ is the smallest class of formulae such that 
(i) ( s=t )~A for any terms s, t; ±~A;  
(ii) J is closed under /\, v , - -<  
(iii) Ae3 ,  t a te rm~(Vx<tA)E3 ,  (3x<tA)~'3 ,  
2.2.2. ,v° : ={~]xA IAEa}. 
2.2.3.  rr~ : = {Vy A I A e ~ i} .  
2.2.4. v is the smallest class of formulae s.t, 
(ii) . v is closed under A, v .  3: 
(iii) A ~ A B E ~ '~(A  -0 B)c: Y.2" 
(iv] Ae . ,v  t a te rm~(Vx<tA Je  v 
We use v instead of ~ ,  because ~Z has nicer closure properties. This enables us 
to avoid saying th in~ like "A  is a ~- fo rmtda  modulo provable equivalence" all 
the time, 
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2.2.$. ~ is the smallest class of formulae s.t. 
( i)  (s  = t),  1 ~ ~; 
(ii) ~ is closed under ^ , v,  V, 3; 
(iii) Ae~,  Be~(A- -~B)E~I .  
Roughly speaking ,~/is the set of formulae with only ,~-formulae before --~. g is 
the class with respect o which we will obtain various conservation results. 
2.2.6. ~ is the smallest set of formulae s.t. 
(i) A e~=>(-nA)e.~;  
(ii) A ~Z~A ~;  
(iii) ~ is dosed under /x, V; 
(iv) A e~,  B~(A- - -~ B)e~.  
Various nice properties of HA are preserved when we add axioms from ~ to 
HA. 
2.3. Convention 
'A(x)' will sometimes tand for 'A(x~,. . . ,x,) ' .  This introduces an ambiguity 
which is certainly harmless, given the coding possibilities a~ailable in HA. 
2.4. Some facts 
(i) A(x) ~ A ~ t-HA Vx(A(x)v -3A(x)). 
(ii) A~there  is a B~v°t-r~AA~,B.  
2.5. Logical system 
We will work in Natural Deduction (see [12]). We distinguish axioms from 
assumptions: an axiom is a rule with empty premiss et. The difference is that free 
variables in axioms may be universally generalized, but not in assumptions. In the 
expression 'F  I-TA', 'F '  denc, tes a set of assumptions, while 'T' denotes a set of 
axioms and rules, e.g. we have: ~'A~ VX A(X), but not in general A(x) FVx A(x). 
2.6. Theories 
In this paper theories are always RE theories in ~ extending HA. Strictly 
speaking a theory T is a pair (A(x), X) where A(x) is a one place ~-forrnula 
satisfied by the G6del numbers of the axioms of T additional to those of HA and 
X is the set of theorems of T. We will often write T(x) for A(x). Vvqaen we speak 
about e.g. HA+DNS, we will always mean this theory as given by a natural 
formula. 
2.7. The provability predicate 
'E3TA(x~ . . . . .  x,)' will mean: 
ProvT(lA(~l . . . . .  ~,)l), where: 
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(it Prov.r is the standard provability predicate for T built up from (AXHA(X) V 
T(x)). (AXnA(X)) is a standard formula satisfied by the G6del numbers of the 
axioms of HA, 
(ii) The free variables of A(xl . . . . .  x~) are precisely xl . . . . .  x,, 
(iii) rA(:~ . . . . .  .~,)1 is the 'G6del term' for A(xt . . . . .  x,) as defined in [4, 10]. 
Troelstra writes this as* rA(£~ . . . . .  ~,,)1 (see [12, pp. 25,26]). The variables 
x~ . . . . .  x, are free in ~A(kt . . . . .  ~,,)1 and we have: 
[.t l  t xt ] ' ' "  [m, f x,,]~A(xl . . . . .  .~)~ = GN(A(ml  . . . . .  m,)), 
where [ I ] is the usual substitution function and GN a standard G6del numbering. 
2.8. Some relations between theories 
Define: 
T c U : ¢:> (for all A (I- T A ~ b u A)), 
T=U:Cv  Tc_ U and U~T,  
T~ < U: ¢¢, T~_ U and bHA~X(PrOVT(X) ---> Provu(x)), 
T=-U:C:>T~U and U<~T. 
Note that under our conventions we have: HA~T for each T. 
2.9. Theorem 
A e -~ ::~"IdA (A ~ OHAA). 
lb r~t .  We can copy the proof for Peano Arithmetic verbatim. See for a sketch 
[10]. For term identities it is given in [12, pp. 37, 38]. One can also derive the 
theorem from the theorem for PA. Let A ~ X. First we remark: i-pA A ~-H; .A  
and kHA~pAA--->~AA, by the -7--1 translation and verifiable closure of t tA  
under M~;kov's Rule (see 2.15). We know i-pAA---~[S]pAA, SO by the second half 
of the remark: I'r,A (A -'~ [:3HAA). (A "--> Ultra At is provably (in HAt equivalent to 
VxC(x) for some C(x)~ ~,. So I-pAC(x). By the first part of the remark: I-HAC(x). 
So kHA A -~ ~ru  A. [] 
2.10. Remark 
Note that on our convention in 2.7 we have not in general ([sjx]~TA(x))= 
([]TA(St), e.g. ([(u + v) [ x] l~x  = 0)t = (Provr(ru"~ v = 01)) and ([:3v(u + v = 0)) = 
(ProvT(rfi + 6 =01)). The followin G corollary of 2.9 eases the pain. It will be a 
lemma for 4.2. 
2.11. Corollary 
I-.A ffs I x~TA(x)  ~ ~A(s ) ) .  
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lh~oL Suppose x is not free in s. In HA: 
S = X .-.~ ~--]TS = x 
-* l'-Ir(A(s) ~ A(x))  
- - ,  ( (13TA(s ) )  ~ (EITA(X))). 
So 
s = s ---, Is I x]((t3rA(s)) ~ (r%A(x))) 
= (U]TA(S) ~ [S I x][3rA(x)). 
If x is free in s, first prove the corollary for A(y) ,  y not free in s and then 
substitute (Is [X][]TA(X)) for (Is [ y][3rA(y)). [] 
2.12. The Fixed Point Theorem 
For every A(x, y)eSf  there is a B(y)e~ suck that: 
I-nAB(y) ~ A(GN(B~)),  y) 
ProoL See e.g. [2, pp. 49, 50]. The theorem in this form was first proved by 
Montague [8]. [] 
2.13. The Lbb Conditions 
We have: 
(i) b'yA ~I" r tA[~]TA;  
(ii) t'HA ([]rA--~OTE]TA); 
(iii) FHA[BT(A --* B) -'~ (VlrA--~I"IrB). 
2.14. Lbb's Theorem 
["rlA F-tT(~T A ~ A)  --~ []TA. 
2.15. The Friedman Translation and Markov's Rule 
H. Friedman defines (see [5~ the following translation for A ~ ~:  ( )a : ~ .~ 
is given by: 
(i) (s = t )a :  = ((s = t )vA) ,  
(±)A := A. 
(ii) ( )A commutes with all logical constants. (Only free variables in A may not 
be bound in (B) a. When this threatens to occur we have first to renmne the bound 
variables of B.) 
One can prove by induction verifiably in HA: 
(a) B~2~Fr~ (B)A*-*(BvA);  
(b) B E ,~::~FHA B ---9, (B)  A ; 
(c) F ~ I'HA B A as a relation between F and B is closed under the axioms and 
rules of HA. 
We can give two applications: 
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Application L Suppose Fc  a~, A ~ ,~ and FI-na "qmA. 
We claim: FFmx A. 
PrOof: FFua-n~A,  so F '~ FUA (-n-qA) "x. 
Heace: 
1" t-ha F 'x 
I-uA ((A vA)  "-~ A) --~ A 
I'HA A. [] 
Application 2. Suppose F_  s~, A ~ v and F I'HA -q~A -'+ A, 
We claim: FFHA A v ~A.  
Proo| .  FbHA'n.-nA ~ A, so F -~A I-UA (-n"nA--~ A)-' ' .  
Hence: 
F I-~A F '''x 
kUA (((A V -" A) --~ -1 A) -+ -7 A) ~ (A ",/--1 A) 
}'HA (A V -1A), ~3 
We can formalize this proof in HA, so we find for A E ~': 
FHA~.IA(--~,m A -+ A) -~ ~]HA(AV m A). 
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3. The Completeness Prlndple and the Strong Laib Principle 
3.1. Definition 
The Strong Li6b Principle for T is the axiom scheme: 
(SLPr) (([]-rA ---+ A) --~ A ). 
Because we work in Natural Deduction there are the following two variants: 








CPT is interderivab!e with SLPT over HA.  
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ProoL (i) FHA+CP~ SLPT. 
[rqrA--, A ~" ~_ 
or .  
- -  - -  L6b's Theorem 
V1T A [I-.]T A -~. A ] m 
A 
(1)  ---} I 
(V3rA'--~ A) "~ A 
(ii) I-HA+SLPT CPT. 
[Ulr(A A U]rA)] tl~ 





(2) -~ L [] 
A--+DTA 
4.  The  T - t rans la t ion  
This section introduces the necessary technical apparatus: the T-translation and 
U v. 
4.1. Definition: the T-translation 
Let T be a theory. We define the translation ( )T :~_~ ~ as: 
( i)  (s  = t) 'r :  = (s = t), (±)T :=.L ;  
(ii) ( .)1" commutes with A, v, ] ;  
(iii) (A ~ B) T := ((A T ~ BT)A[]T(A T -'-* BT)); 
(iv) (VX A) T := ((VX AT)AI-lg'VX AT)). 
The T-translation is related to Beeson's FP-realizability (see [1]) as the Aczel 
slash (see [9, p. 333]) is to the Kleene slaah (see [12, pp. 174, 175]). We have: 
I"HA (ATo (A fT AU]TAfT)), where A fT is FP-realizability for T. A closely related 
translation is studied and used by De Jongh in [6]. 
4.2. Substitution Lemma 
F.A ([S I X](A(X)) T) "~ (A(s)V. 
Proof. induction on A(x). Use 2.11. [] 
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4.3. Definitions 
(i) For U~T we define: 
U T :~HA+{A IFv A ~'} 
(ii) U*  :~ U U. 
4.4. Definition 
U is a base if for every T with U<~T: U<-U r. 
4.5. Definition: the Weak Completeness Principle 
By the Weak Completecess Principle for T we mean: 
(WCPT) A -.* [~3T AT. 
4.6. Technical Lemma 
(i) U<~V<~W~U w<<-V w, 
(ii) I ',A A T ~ ~ ' rA  T, 
v (A'r ~_~ A), 
(iv) A e -~ 'FHA (A  T --~ A), 
(v) A e~'HA ((A A~TA) -'~ AT), 
(vi) bnA+Ce~ A ~ A v 
(vii) I'HA+WCP~ A**  A v 
(viii) FnA+CVT WCP.r, 
(ix) I-.A+~-i CPr. 




Induction on A, e.g. the case of A = (B --~ C): 
(B -~ C) r 
It 
(B v ,,., C v ) M~I(B T ~ C v) 
tEl(B T ~ C T) 
~(B T ~ CT)  A~]-c(B T ~ cT))  
[3r(/3 ~ C) T 
By the LSb Conditions 
(iii) Induction on A using 2,9. 
(ix,) Induction on A using (iii). 
(v) Induction on A. In the '---~' case use (ii) and (iv). We treat the case that 
A = (~B) ,  B~L:  
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First note Lhat UIT-L 'blows up the T-translation' i.e. D-r-l-b~A (B*-+ B'r), this ff 
course because it makes the second conjuncts in clause (iii) and (iv) of the, 
definition of ( ) r  true. 
We have: VqT±t-HA(B'~-~B'r), hence 7B,  Br l - ssD. r± ' - '~± (*). 
SO: 
1"3T~B, B r I_HA D,r_.aB ' D73T (by (ii)), 
I ' ,A ~r(Vl.r.l.--~ 2.) (by (*) and the L6b Conditions), 
~'HA FIT± (by L6b's Theorem), 
We find, combining this with (*): 
-riB, I-IT-'IB , B T [-HA.L, 
Of: 
(-' IB/"~T -'IB)I-HA "qB T- 
Thus, using the LSb Conditions again: 
(~B AUIT-~B)t-HA(~B) T. [] 
(vi) Induction on A. 
(vii) Induction on A, 
(viii) I'HA+C~ . A *'~ A T, SO by CPT : 
~'HA+CPv ~T(A ~ A t).  
Using the L6b Conditions we find: 
~'HA+CPr []T -A ~ []'r AT.  
So: 
I-HA+CP T A ~ []TA T. 
(ix) Trivial. 
(x) Clearly: 
~FIA+~,± ~TA ~-> [-q'rA T. [] 
4.7. Characterization of U v 
Let U ~ V, then: 
(i) Ft-t1,, A ~ FVt-vA v 
(ii) t'HA []v~A~-~ U3vA v 
(iii) I-uv WCPv. 
l~rooI. (i) ',(=' Suppose FVI-uA v. Then there is a finite Foc_F such that 
F v I-u A v. Let C be the conjunction of the elements .)f Fo, Clearly I- U CV-~ A v 
U ~< V, hence Fu ((C v --~ A v) A Ov~C v ~ A v)). tqr: t'u (C ~ A)  v. Then by 
definitior: I-u,, C --~ A. Conclude: F I-u,, A. 
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'~ '  By induction on the length of the proof o!! F I-v~ A. 
The leng:h of proof is O. 
In this case A is an axiom of HA or F U A v We treat for example the Induction 
Axiom: 
We have: 
I'HA (13 V o A Wx(B Vx ~ B Vx')) -~ Vx B Vx. 
Since 
I'HA B Vo -~ E3vBVO: 
t-HA (13 V o ,',[]vVX (B Vx ~ B Vx')) ~ ~2vVxB V x. 
Combining: 
I-~,x (B Vo AVX ((B Vx ~ B Vx') A- • .) r,~vVX ((B Vx -~/3 Vx') A. • .)) 
(VX B Vx A~Vx 13 Vx). 
Where •, • is the (for our reasoning spurious) E3v(B Vx --, B Vx'). 
The length of  the pro-f is n + 1 
We treat for example the case that the last step in the proof was: 
F, B r'u,, C 
I" bu vB --~ C. 
By the Induction Hypothesis we rove: 
FV BV I -u j  v 
FV Fu (B v -~. C v) 
(By 4.6 (ii)) By the L6b Conditions and U~ V 
rvFu~vFV~vFVbuUJv (BV ~ C v) F v, BVFuC v 
F v I-u~v(B v ~ C v) F v FuB v ~ C v 
F v ~" t,(B ~ C) v 
(ii) By formalizing the proof of (i). Remark: 
(a) We must formalize the proof of 4.6 (ii). 
(b) We really need U ~ V rather than U ~ V here. 
(c) What we prove is even the stronger 'quantifed' version of (i;~). 
(iii) By 4,6 (ii): 
FHA (A  V - -~vA v) :::> 
blA(A v --" (IBv AV) v) 
b~ (A "~ ~vAV)  v :::> 
Fu (A -"  [ ] rAY)  v 
I -tr, ,A-~t~vA v. [] 
(4.6 (iii)) 
(HAG V) 
f-HA ~< U) 
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4.8. Theorem 
Let U <~ V, then: 
(i) Ae,~ and FuvA~l -uA;  
(ii) Aa~ and I-uA~I-u,,A. 
Proof. (i) Suppose: A a s/: 
FuvA~ (4.7 (i)), 
FuA V ~ (A a s~[), 
FuA. 
(ii) Suppose A c.-G: 
FtrA 
FuA A[]v A~ 
FuAV~ 
boy A. [] 
(U~ < V), 
(A a ~),  
(4.7 (i)), 
4.9. Definitions 
(i) Let F___~, T a theory. Define: T is F-sound if for every sentence A aF :  
(I- T A =), (A is (classically) true)). 
(ii) A theory T satisfies the Disjunction Property (DP) if for every sentence 
(AvB) :  I-TAvB'4~(FTA or FTB). 
(iii) A theory T satisfies the Numerical Existence Property if for every sentence 
(3x A(x)):  I- T 3x Ax ~(FT  An for for some n aN). 
4.10. Theorem 
(i) Fu. CPu-;  
(ii) U* is a base; 
(iii) If U is V~-sound, then U* satisfies DP and EP. 
Proof. (i) By 4.7 (iii) 
I-u. A --~ OtrA u 
and by 4.7 (ii) 
FnAI'qu A tz ~ Do-  A. 
(ii) Suppose U*<~T. We have Fv*CPo. ,  hence t-u*CPT. By 4.6 (vi): 
I-u, A'~--~A v. Conclude ku-A~ku,  A T. To prove the verifiab:Jity clause we 
must formalize this argument. 
(iii) Suppose U is ~-sound. We treat EP. Let ( ]xA(x ) )  be a sentence, 
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We have: 
I-u. Bx A(x )~ (4.10 (i)) 
I'u, 3x~u.  A(x )~ (4.8 (i)) 
I-u :~xU]u. A(x)# (U is N-sound) 
l-v. A(n) for some nsN.  [] 
4.11. Example: PA* 
In the next sections we will mostly be interested in theories U such that 
U~ < U*. Bases have this property (see 4.12). A nice example of a theory w~Ihout 
this property is PA: dearly PAMPA*, for PA* satisfies DP and any extension of 
PA that satisfies DP is c'ther not RE or inconsistent. In Section 6 we will return 
to PA* to charactarize its provability logic 
By the Trace Principle we mean: 
(TP) ([]pA*VX(Ax "~ Bx)) -* ((3x Ax)vVx(Ax --~ Bx)). 
It is called Trace Principle because it is the trace left by Excluded 13aird in PA*. 
We have: 
(i) FpA* CPpA.; 
(ii) beA* TP; 
(iii) bpA* DNS, where DNS is the scheme (Vx('n-hA(x))--) -n-n(Vx Ax)). 
ProoL (i0 We have: 
~'~A ([3pA* Vx(Ax --, Bx)). 
U]~,A(Vx(Ax ~ Bx)) ~''" 
E3pA Vx(Ax) P~" --" (Bx) pA) 
and 
I'u, x (Vx(Ax --~ Bx))PA',-~ 
((Vx(Ax) r'A ~ (Bx) PA) AO~AYX((AX)~A~ (Bx~PA)). 
Moreover: 
Fv A (3x(Ax)PAvVx((Ax)PA --~ (BX)r'A)). 
So 
~-PA frP) PA. 
(iii) We can prove FpA. DNS in two ways. The first is by remarking that 
HA+{-nA [I-p A -nA}~HA+DNS.  
Moreover (-n A) e N, hence: 
FeA -nA ~beA* -hA. 
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The second is by deriving I.~NS in HA+CPpA,+TP. First note that from TP a 
slightly weakened form, the Fropositional Trace Principle, follows: 
(PTP) OpA. (A--~ B) -~ A v (A  -", B). 
We have in HA+TP:  
[Dp~. ±] 
I"]pA* ("lAx) 
AX v "lAx 
Vx(Ax v "nAx) 
UIpA* I--~ Vx(Ax v - lAx) 
Moreover: 
I-HA+CPpA* "-'1 "-][~PA* .L, 
SO 
klqA+CPpA*+T p --q --aVx(Ax v ~Ax) 
From this it is easy to derive: 
FHA+CPpA*+T P DNS. [] 
Open problem. Is PA* --- HA + CPpA* + TP? 
We now turn to bases. 
4.12. Theorem 
Let U be a base, U ~ V, then: 
(i) U v=- U+WCPv;  
(ii) U*--- U+CPu*. 
Proof, (i) We prove: U v= U+WCPv,---.follows by formalizing this proof. 
U÷WCPv ~ - U v 
By 4.7 (iii) 
ktr~ WCPv. 
Further 
F 'uA~ (U is a base) 
F 'uAV~ (4.7 (i)) 
F-or A. 
U v _c U+ WCPv 
I-try A ~ (4.7 (i)) 
I-tr AV~ (4.6 (vii)) 
ku+wcpv A. 
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(ii) By (i): U*~ U+WCPu. By 4,7 (ii): t-ua ~v  At~-*~tj* A so U+WCPtj = 
U+CPu. .  Formalization of this argumem gives: U+WCPt~-= U+CPt~.. E3 
4.13. Theorem 
Let U be a base, U ~ V, then A cs ,~:ff (I-v A ,~,~ btj,, A ), 
Proot. By 4.8 (i) and the fact that U~< U v. [3 
4.14. Application 
(i) HA is a base. 
(ii) I'HA+CPv A =)'I'HA~'+O,~vL A. 
(iii) A ~ ~=>(I-HA+CP v A ~I-HA+O,~,,,L A), 
(iv) t~,A+CV , ,Or±,  if V iS consistent. 
(v) HA + CPHA ~ HA* + ~HAIZInAL. 
(vi) A~S/~(t'UA~CP,~ A ¢~ ~UA~taAikHA ), 
Proo| .  (i) The proof is implicit in the proof of 4.7 (i), (ii). 
(ii) We have: I-hA,, WCPv (by 4.7 (iii)), so I'HA,,+~v~,, ± CPv (by 4.6 (x)). 
(iii) Suppose A e ,~, Then (~vlBvZ ~ A)  ~ ~I. 
We have: 
l"m,,.cv,. A ~ (i) 
i'H A v +C3~,Cnv.L- ~, ::> 
I'~tA," (~v~v±--~ A)~ (4.8 (i)) 
I'uA (U]vOv± ~ A) f f  
F'HA+t3,,~vj. A.
(iv) If t-UA+CP ~r-tv± , then by (iii): I-HAE3V[BvZ--~E3vZ, SO by HA~ < V, L6b's 
Theorem and logic: t'HA ~vZ. HA is X-sound, hence t-v Z, 
(v) By (ii) we have 
HA + CPHA c HA* + ~HAO,A±. 
On the other hand: 
t'UA- A~ (4,7 (i)) 
blq,xAHA~ (4.6) (vi)) 
F'l.iA+CPll AA 
and (by 3.2) 
l-nA+cp.~-n "nE3nA ± ~ (CPHA) 
~-llA+CPI~ ~ []HA"~--I~HA± ~ (2.15) 
~I-tA+CPo, ~HA ~[[tttA ±" 
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So 
HA+CPHA = HA* + O~tA 0hA-L- 
We find ~ by formalizing this argument. 
(vi) Suppose A e,4, we have: 
FnA+ep.~ A ¢* (v) 
~'HA* ([[]HA[[]HA "-L-'~A) ¢:~ (4.13) 
I-HA (~HA[]HA.J---->A). [] 
4.15. Examples of bases 
Our result in Section 7 on the i:adependence of KLS will hold for X-sound 
bases. Hence we will note when an example is X-sound. 
(i) HA is a X-sound base. 
Proof. That HA is a base, we remarked in 4,14 (i). ~'-soundness follows from the 
truth of HA. [] 
(ii) Let N(x) be a natural formula of ~ such that the x satisfying it are 
precisely the G6del numbers of the elements of f~. Let F(x) be a X-formula with 
just x free. Suppose that: bHA Vx(F(x)-~ N(x)). Then U := HA+ F is a base. 
Proo[. Suppose A~F,  buA,  U<~T. We have: 
~-HA i/~ -FO ~ A ), where Fog F, Fo finite. 
Hence by (i): 
I-HA /~ rS--~ A'r. 
By 4.8 (ii): I-u /~ FT. Conclude [-v A "r. 
To prove the verifiability condition we have to formalize this proof. El 
(iii) Let U :-=-HA+ DNS, where DNS is the scheme: 
(Vx(-7 ~Ax)  -~ -7 7(Vx Ax)). 
Then U is a V-sound base. 
Proot. Let -7 7DNS be the scheme: 
(--7 7 DNS)-7 -7 (Vx (-7 -7 Ax) ~ "7 -7 (Vx Ax)). 
By simple logic U=--HA+--~-TDNS..Apply (ii). 
The .~':soundness of U follows from the fact that HA+DNS is cla~ically 
true. 
(iv) Let Primitive Recu~ive Markov's Principle be: 
(MpR) VX Vy ('7 -73Z Txyz --~ 3z Txyz) 
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where Txyz is Kleene's T-predicate. Then U:~ HA+ -'IMp R is a X-sound base. 
Proof. U is a base by (ii). It is S-sound by a result of Kreisel, see [12, 3r8.3, p. 
264]. f2} 
(v) The Reflexion Principle for HA is the axiomscheme: 
(RP,  A) []HA A --~ A. 
Let U :~HA+RPuA.  Then U is a -~-sound base. 
Proof. U is true, hence -V-sound. Let T~ U. we have: 
I-~ (E3u,~A)r-~ (4.6 (iii)) 
IBH,x A-~, (HA is a base) 
[[]t-lA AT "~ (RPt~,~,) 
Ar .  
Hence: Fu ([]HA A '~ A) 'r, 
To prove the verifiability condition we have to formalize this proof. [] 
(vi) Let < be a well-founded RE relation, represented in .~ by the formula 
(x < y). Let TI< be the scheme: 
(TI<)((~ty(Olx < y Ax) .4 Ay)) -4 Vz Az). 
Let U:-=-HA+TL_-. Then U is a X-sound base. 
lProot. The X-soundness follows from truth. Let T:~ U. Clearly it is sufficient o 
prove: 
Fu (Vy((V x < y Ax) ~ Ay)) T .4 (Vz Az)  T 
(and formalize this proof in HA). 
Reason in 13. Assume: 
(a) []rO~z Az)  v 
(b) (Vy((V x < y Ax) --* Ay)) "r. 
From (b) we have: 
Vy((Vx < y(Ax) "r/x ~I-V x < y(Ax)I")--~(Ay)T). 
(a) implies: 
IZlv¥ x < y (Ax) r. 
Combining: 
Vy(Vx < y(Ax) r -4 (Ay  )r). 
Hence by TI<: 
'qz(Az) v. 
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Using (a) again: 
(VZ Az)  T. 
So we have: 
(*) (b) FuO.r(VzAz)T--~(VzAz) r. 
We have U ~< T and (b) ku []-r(b) (according to 4.6 (ii)) hence: 
(b) I'u [.-qT(DT(VZ AZ) T ~ (VZ Az)T). 
By I~b's  Theorem: 
(* *) (b) ~'UE]T(VZ Az) T. 
Combining (*) and ( * *): 
(b) I'u(Vz Az) r. [] 
4.16. Theorem 
Let T(y, x) be a 2~-formuta with just y, x free. Let T~ given by the formula 
(T(i, x)) be a theory. Suppose t-UA "Vi T~ is a base". Let U =- l.J,~ T, i.e. the 
theory given by 3y T(y, x). Then U is a base. 
Proof. Suppose FuA and U~ V. Then there are B1 . . . . .  Bk such that I-T, Bz for 
/=1 . . . . .  k, and B1 . . . . .  BkFnAA. For every l~{1 . . . . .  k}: T~,<~U<~V, so 
I-T,(B~) v. Moreover B v . . . . .  B v I-HA A v. So ku A v. This proof can be formalized 
in HA. [] 
5. On seffcomplefions 
This section is about selfcompletions. We show how to construct them and give 
the appropriate conservation results. Selfcompletions over a fixed theory are not 
in general unique but self-completions of a base, for which the fact that they are 
self-completions of that base is provable in HA, are uniql:e. 
5.1. Definition 
Let T, U be theories. 
(i) T is a selfcompletion of U if T = U + CPT. 
(ii) T is a strong selfcompletion of U if T =------U + CPT. 
5.2. Theorem 
Every theory U has a strong selfcompletion. 
lh'oof. Clearly we can find a primitive recursive h such that: 
h(GN((T(x))), GN(A)) = GN((A ~ I"qrA)). 
Let (Form(z)) 
define: 
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be a formula just satisfied by the G/Sdel numbers of formulae and 
(B(y, x)) := (U(x) v3z(Form(z) A X = h(y. z))). 
By the Fixed Point Theorem (2.12) we find a formula (T(x)) such that: 
I-,~, (T(x) ~ B(GN((T(x))), x)). [] 
5.3. Theorem 
Let U be a base. 
(i) Suppose T is a selfcompletion o[ U, then T = U "r, 
(ii) Suppose T is a strong selfcompletion of U, then T -=- U T. 
Proof, (i) By 4 .12UT~U+WCPr .  Moreover FTA~-~A T (by 4.6 (vi)), so 
I'UA IBrA , -~ I  A r. Hence WCPT and CPT are interderivable over HA. Thus 
T= U+CPT = U+WCPT ---= U r. 
(ii) By formalizing the proof of (i). 
5.4. Theorem 
Let U be a base. Then any selfcc,mpletion T of U is conservative over U w.r.t, s~. 
Proot. By 4.13 and 5.3 (i). 
5.5. Theorem 
Let T be a selfcompletion of U, Tl~en 
I- r -TA ~:~ -7-nOT,I. FU "hA. 
Proof, '=>' T = U + CPr c U + []:rZ (4.6 (ix)), so 
F r -nA~[] - r± bu -hA 
~ 'n  -nl2Tt t- U -hA. 
'& '  T~_U+'7-nl~7.Zby 3.2. [] 
5.6. Theorem 
Let U be a X-sound base, T a selfcompletion ~f U. Then T satisfies EP and DP. 
IN~oL We treat EP: Supl~se (~_txAx) is a sentence, and I-T(3xAx). We have: 
~-V (~X AX)~ (CPT) 
i'T -~X ~rAx  ~ (5.4) 
1- u 3X[]T Ax ~ (U is V,sound) 
Fr An for some n. [] 
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5. Z Uniqueness theorem 
Let U be a base. Then U* is the unique strong selfcomFletion of U (unique in the 
ser~e of -~). 
Proof. By 4.12 (ii) U* is a strong selfcompletion of U. Now suppose V and W 
are strong selfcompletions of U. We claim: V--- W. 
By 5.3 (fi) V =- U v, W-  U w, hence it is sufficient to show uV~ U w. We treat 
U v = U w. To get - one must as usual formalize the argument. Clearly one needs 
only to prove: l-HA (AV-~-~AW). We proceed by induction on A; we treat the 
case that A = (B ~ C): 
I-n~ ((B v --* C" )^[ ]v (B  v ~ CV))~ 
((n v _.~ C v )A~v(B  ~ C)) o 
((B v -.~ CV)A[]~(n v -~ CV)) <.-~ 
((B w ~ C w)/, Fqu( B w .._> C w)) +_> 
((B w _., C w) A V]w(B w .._> C w)). 
(4.6 (vi)) 
(5.3 and the IAb Conditions) 
(lrt) 
(by the symmetrical rgument) 
[] 
5.8. Non uniqueness theorem 
There are different selfcompletiom of HA, what is more: for eve~, false ~-  
sentence B there, is a selfcompletion T of HA s.t. T c_ HA + B. Moreover if U and V 
are selfcompletions of HA and U~: V, then there are D, E in L s.t. bu D, ~'v D, 
~'ts E, I-v E. 
Proof. Let B be a fals~i ,~-sentence. Find using the Fixed Point Theorem for HA 
a (T(x)) such that: 
t'HA (T(x) ~ ("3 A ~ L x = tA--->~T Al ' '  v B)). 
Then T is clearly a selfcompletion of HA, because B is false. We have: B 
FHA ~T-I-, SO HA+B~HA+f3r .L~T.  (Note that we do not get ~, unless 
~'HA-1B.) 
Now suppose U and V are distinct selfcompletions of HA. Suppose .g. there is 
a D such that I-t~ D, V v D. Take E := (D ~ ~vD). Surely t-v E. Suppose kv E, 
then kuUJvD. Hence (by 5.4) FHA~V D, so l-yD. Contradiction. Conclude: 
~tsE. [] 
5.9. Example 
We provide two',~oncrete distinct selfcompletions of HA: take T as in the first 
half of the proo g o i  5.8 with B = [[]HAi'qHA]-, Compare T with HA*. 
We have: I-H,~ ""I--1F~HA*± , SO [-HA*-'I--I~HA-L (by 4.7(ii) and the fact that 
(-L) IqA= -L), Suppose that FT-1 ~EJttA ±, then: []HA[~HA .J-~'HA -'t--l[]F1 A ±. By 2.15 
application 1 : [[[~IA[]I.IA .J-FHAi[~HA ±. Applying L•b's Theorem: I-H A [3HA Z, quod 
non° Conclude: ~' 7- "-a -'I[[]HA ±. 
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5.10. Remark 
In the introduction we have seen that any selfcompletion T of PA coincides 
with PA+GT.I.. We have also seen that no selfcompletion of HA is equal to 
HA+[]T±. The following theorem will dispel the fear that there is a selfcomple- 
lion T of HA such that T=HA+-~-n~r±.  
5. l l. Theorem 
Every selfcomplefion T of HA i,~: a proper extension of HA+ "-1 -nE3T_L. 
P~oL  Clearly T--_,HA+ -~ ~[]v±. Suppose T = HA+ -'7 ~fflT±. Let ~ be a 
classical model of PA+E3T±. Consider the Kripke model: 
. to  
This is a model of ttA. (See [9, pp, 340-341].) We have: tot~--7 n~r±.  
By an easy inductieI~ on A(x) in X (all free variables hown) we see that: 
toi~-A(m)e~to~A(m) (for all m). 
We have for sentences B of ~?: 
kor B ~ (ex h3q~othesi: to lk T) 
to Ik B ~ (to II- T) 
to Ik~a- B~ (E3TB~V~) 
FTB. 
So 
to l}- B ~.-> kT B. 
Moreover: 
So finally: 
Tb~ makes the true sentences of ~ RE. Contradiction, for no extension of PA 
can be both RE, complete and consistent by Rosser's theorem. [] 
5.12. Open problems 
(i) Is HA* finitely axiomatizable over HA? .i 
(ii) Is HA* axiomatizable over HA by a set of formulae of bounded~complex - 
ity? (The reader may consider his favourite measure of complexity.) 
Conjecture: t,~o, to both questions. 
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5.13. On HA+ECTo 
Our presentation here, leans heavily on that in [12, pp. 188-205]~ For Ex- 
tended Church's Thesis (ECI'o) see [12, p. 195], 
We have not been able to show that HA+ECT 0 is a base: 
Open problem. Is HA+ECTo a base? 
Yet ~e can get a conservation result as in 5.4 for selfcompletions of HA+ 
ECI'o. 
Suppose T is a selfcompletion of HA+ ECT o. Define: A r, as Ox xrA), where r 
is a formalized version of Kleene's relizaDility (see [12, p, 189, 3.2.3 A]). We 
h ave: 
(i) I-T A ~ I-.A+CP~ A' .  
The proof of (i) Js along the lines of the proof of 3.2.18 [t2, p, 196], if 
necessary adapted to a !anguage with just ( )', +, •. In that case we need e.g. that 
for B(x) in X we can find a partial recursive term ~B(x) s.t.: 
I'HA B(x) *'~ ~i3(x)rB(x). 
Moreover we must show that CPT is realized in HA+CPr .  We have (in 




(because I"1- ECTo and I-~A+EC'ro B-'-> B ') 
l"q.rA(x )
g'=3,~(x)~rA(x) .  
Take XA(x):= (Ay ~/'c~A(i)) i.e. a certain (standard) primitive recursive term such 
that for all y 
{XA (x)}y ---- ~c~,A(x). 
The n: 
I-.A+cvl ~¢a (x)r(A(x) -r~ L'-3.r A(x)). 
(ii) F.A+cv, A '  ~ I"1" A. 
For we have I-HA*E~:r,, A *-* A r. 
(iii) [..HA B T ~ I-,A÷ceTB. 
By 4.7 (i), 4.12 (i), and the fact that HA-~-CPT=HA+WCPT,  because T is a 
self completion. 
(iv) I'~ n A ' r  ¢~ I-'r A. 
Combining (i), (ii), (iii). 
We claim: for A~:  I-HAA'r--~A. 
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Troelstra in [12, p, 250] gives a class of formulae Fo such that for A ~ Fo: 
I'~.~A '  --* A, It is easily shown that ,~  Uo, We find for A e ~:  I-H A A '  --* A, so 
bl~A A 'v -~ A T (HA is a base). Her,ce: ku;~ A ~r _~ A (A c~ M). 
So for A e d: 
~r A => (iv) 
I'HA Ar r~ (A s ~1) 
~HA A 
I-rA. 
6. Remarks on the provabillty logh, o| HA and extensions 
This section is devoted to the prcvability logic of HA and extensions. First we 
give certain principles for the provability logic of HA and extensions informally. 
Then the apparatus necessary to state these principles as principles of provability 
logic is introduced. The last part characterizes PA*. A corollary is de Jongh's 
Theorem for Intuitionistic Propositional Logic. 
The next theorem is due to G. I~xeisel: 
6. I. Theorem 
Let HA ~< T ~ PA and A ~_ X, the,l: 
(i) l-T-n-hA ~t-.r A ; 
(ii) kHa UIT'n-nA --~ []T A. 
l~of .  (i) 
I-.r-~-nA = ~ 
I-pAA ~ -n'n translation, A~ 
t'HA'n -hA ~ (2.15) 
I-UA A :::> 
I -rA 
(ii) Formalize the proof of (i). (] 
6,2. Theorem 
[-IIA [~t-IA(--I"-t A -'~ A) -~ E]blA(A V--IA). 
Proof, This is Application 2 of 2,15. [] 
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6.3. Theorem 
Let A, Bt . . . . .  B.e~,  then: 
(i) if FHA (Bi --'* []HA Bi) ~ A, then t-H, x A. 
(ii) t'HA EIHA Bi - )  DHA B~ ---* A ~ E]UA A. 
\ \ i= l  / ] 
Proof. (i) Sur pose A, B~ . . . . .  B,, ~ ~ and 
FHA (B~ "-+ ~HABi) --+ • 
We have FHAUIHA*B~--~IEIHAB~ (by formalizing Theorem 4.13), hence: t-HA, A. 
Conclude I-HA A (4.13). 
(ii) Formalize the proof of (i). [] 
Clearly we could formulate a similar principle for SLP. 
6.4. Definitions 
( i )  ~ : = {Po ,  Pl, P2 . . . .  }. 
(ii) ~,, is the closure of ~ U {7", _L} under A, v, --+. 
(iii) :got is the closure of ~U{T,_L} under A, v, ---->, E]. 
(iv) ~0, is the closure of {T,_L}U{[]A [A ~ ~pr} under A, v. 
(v) a~or is the closure of {T, -L}U{E3AIA~or}  under A, v and the rule: 
(A c..~p,, B e.qCp, ~(A  --~ B)e.~p,.) 
(vi) Let f :~- -~L .  Define: ( ))"')':~,,--* ~ as: 
- (T )  f ' 'r : = (0  = 0) ;  
- (.1_} f ' r  : = _L; 
-(g)e'r :=f(pO; 
_(  ,~¢.r commutes with A, v, --+; 
- (E IA)  f:~ : = ~, ) - (A  )f:". 
(vii) Let Fc."_/~. We will say that A e~p,  is F, T-valid or ~r:r A if: for every 
f :  &---> F k-r (A} f'T. When F = £/' we will speak simply about T-valid and ~'r. 
6.5. Theorem 
We have the following provability principles: 
(i) Let HA~<T~<PA and A e2~p, then: ~TIZi-qqA --*E3A 
(ii) Let A~2~p,, then: ~UA (F'I("n-nA ---> A) -+ I-I(A v "hA)). 
(iii) Let A, B1 . . . . .  B, ~ s~v. then: gila [](/~ (Bi -+ OBi) -"* A) --+ ~A.  
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ProoL By 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and the fact that for A¢~, :  (A)¢'~:~,  etc. [] 
6.6. Corollary. 
(it Let A ~ ,d v, then: kH,.x []( -n "nE]± -* A) ~ ~A,  
(ii) ~ua Lq('~ -~A ~ [3A) "-* ~A.  
Proo| .  (i) Use 6.5 (iii) and: 
~,A ((ELL ~ ±t --' [](E1J_ ~ 1)) -~ ((~± ~ ~_) --" ~±) ~ ~ -~[]_L 
plus the fact that ([2t_ ~ -t.t e atv~. 
(ii) This is a consequence of (it. ~3 
6.7, Comments 
Let A ~ ~'o, T ~ U. Clearly we have ~T A ~u A. Or: the propositional logic of 
theories is monotone in theories. 66  (ii) shows that this does not extend to ~,~, 
for: 
~PA O('m "~ O.t - *  ELL) --, Ol::lL. 
If it did we would have: ~r ~ OOJ..~ 
Professor L6b asked whether this last observation also holds for the (-% El)- 
fragment of ~ ,  i.e. the closure of ~ under --->, 1:3. The answer is yes. From 6.5 we 
find e.g.: 
~.A (~( ( (~po --" E]po)-, [](7]~po ~ ~po~) ~ ~I]p,  )) --, E][]O po). 
Hence by L6b's Theorem: 
%A ([]((([]Bpo ~ []pot ~ [][]po) - "  ~Dpo) ~ I3 [ ]~ po). ( , )  
But if ~A (*), then we would ha~e by Peirce's Law: ~A ~[ ]~P0.  Quod non. 
We now turn to the characterization of the provability logic of PA*. 
6.8. Delinitions 
-'i) ~ is the set of closed ,V-sentences 
(ii) G(2~ ~) is the following theory, in ~'~,: 
- Classical Propositional Logic (in Natural Deduction formulation); 
- I-A=::>I-[]A (G6del's Rule); 
- FU]A-~[ ]~A;  
_ t. ~(A  --~ B)  ~ ( [ ]A  --~ OB) ;  
- I -~( [3A  ~ A) . - -~[ ]A ;  
- ~" Pl ~ E3p~ (for all lh ~ ~)- 
After finishing this paper the author found that the non-monotonicity of provability logics also 
follows from a principle given in stelling 1 of the 'stellingen" accompanying Leivant's thesis [7]. 
Leivant's Principle is (in a bit sharpened form): guA ~(A vB) --~ ~((A A~A)v(B AL"3B)). As is easily 
seen it I~llows that: '~A ~(r~.~L v -~(~k) -~ DF.~L. 
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Thus G(2f ~) is G + (p~ -+ E3p3 (all p~ c: ~).  Note that G(~ ~) does not sads~y the 
usual substitution property: I-A(pi):.~l-A(B), for I -B - -+~B does riot hold in 
general. 
(iii) H is the following theory, in .Leo,: 
- In tu i t ion is t i c  Propositional Logic in Natural Deduction formulation; 
-b  A--*E3A (CP); 
- b V'I(A ~ B)  --~ (U3A --~ ~B) ;  
-b  (E]A--. A)--~ A (SLP); 
- I- E](A ~ B) --~ (A v (A  ~ B)) (the Propositional Trace Principle). 
(iv) ( )r~ :LPo~ -'~ ~?p, is the following translation: 
_ (p~)t~:= p~; 
- (  )m commutes with T, _k, A, v, CI; 
- (A ~ B) ° ::-- ((A m --~ Br3)AD(A ~ --~ Bt~)). 
(v) A Kripke Model K is a structure (W, <,  f) where: 
- W is a set; 
- < is a transitive binary relation on W, such that w < w' < w f f  w = w'; 
- f :  W--~ the powerset of ~, such that w < w' f f  f(w) ~/(w') .  
The monotonicity condition on [ is usual for Kripke Models for lntuitionistic 
Propositional Logic, unusual for Kripke Models for Modal Propositional l~gic. 
We have it in this paper because we are as far as Modal Logic is concerned just 
interested in Logics with the principle (p~ ---, [Bp3 (for all p~ ~ ~). 
(vi) Let K=(W,<,  f) be a Kripke Model. We define ~K, the satisfaction 
relation on K, as follows: for w e W: 
-w~ T, w~K-k; 
- w VK P~ :¢*P~ ~ f (w) ;  
-w  ~ (AAB) :C~(w~A and wgB),  and similarly for Y, --~; 
-w  ~E]A  :¢:~ for all w'~>w w'VaA. 
Clearly ~ is a satisfaction relation for classical modal logic, with a little 
modification. 
(vii) Let K =(IV, <, f), we  W. We define It-~ the forcing relation on K as 
follows: for w e W: 
- wll-~8", wll~ x -1_; 
-w~l-Kp~ :¢~Pi e f(w); 
"- w 11- K (A A B) :¢:> (w IF• A and ;v II-K B), and similarly for v ; 
- w I~-K (A --~ B) : = ¢* (for every w' ~ w (w'tt- ~ A ff  w' it- ~B)); 
-wlF~:[BA :¢=>(for every w'> w wq~-KA), 
Clearly ~ is a forcing relation for a kind of intuitionistic modal logic. When we 
restrict it to ~o we get a forcing relation for intuitionistic propositional logic. 
(viii) Let Y~" be a class of Kripke Models. Define: 
~a~A :¢~for aUK =(W, <,f} in ~If, for all w~ W: wbK A;  
IbXA:¢~ for all K=(W,  f) in ~, for all we W: wtt-~A. 
(ix) ~:3~ is the class of all finite irreflexive Kripke Models. 
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6.9. Theorem 
Fw A ¢:~Vt, A* A. 
Proof, '=>' Induction on the length of tile proof using 4.l l .  
',~-:' We give ttle proof modnlo a number of subsequent lemma's: 
~t,~-,, A :ff (specialization) 
~, ,e , , , *A~ (Lemma 6.10) 
~x,-y~ (A)t~::> (Lemma 6.11) 
(A) --t (Lemma 6.12) 
~ (A)tz~ (Lemma 6.13) 
It -~'~ A~ (Lemma 6.1.4) 
I-HA. U] 
6.10. Lemma 
(i) Let f :~-~ 2:'. We have: 
VHA ((A)r:r*) T~* ((A)c;l) f'r. 
(ii) ~'~,.r* A t:x,.r (A) ~7~. 
Proof, (i) Induction on A, for example: 
((p,)~.T*)T = ( f (p , ) ) r ,  (((p,)~)~.'r) = f (p , ) ,  
and by the fact that f(p~)c £ and 4,6 (iii): 
~,-,A (lf(p,))r ~ f(pj) .  
Suppose A =~B.  We have: 
((IBB)f.'r*)'r =_ (~ (B}f"r*) v
and: 
(([~B )~)¢. r = (O~(( (B)cy :%) .  
Moreover: 
I-Ha (~T*(B);'T*)r~ - (4.6 (iii)) 
(U]-c,(B} f''r*) *~, (4.7 (ii)) 
(Dr((B)rT*) 'r) ~ (Induction Hypothesis) 
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6.11. Lemma 
I-c,(x~) A ¢:~ l:x,.e A A. 
1ProoL This is a simple corollary of the proof of Solovay's Completeness Theorem, 
See [13]. [] 
6.12. Lemma 
Ftsoz~) A ¢:~ ~ A. 
Proof. This is a simple corollary of the usual Kripke Model Completeness 
Theorer : r G (see [2, 11]). [] 
6.13. Lemma 
Let K=<W, <,f> be a Kripke Model, wavy: We have: w~K A C:,w~K A c~. 
Proof. A simple induction on A. [] 
6.14. Lemma: Completeness theorem for H 
Fet A ¢:~lk s~'~ A. 
Proof. '~ '  routine. 
,~ ,  
Step 1: We define KH =(Wn, <H, fH) as ~ollows: call a set F~_.~,, H-saturated 
if F is closed under F H and ( (AvB)eF :~AeF  or BeF).  
- WH := {F I F is H-saturated}; 
- F<Ha :¢:~ ({A [ (IDA) e F} c_ A); 
- fH(F):=(FN~). 
Claim. FIFK,,A ¢~ FI-HA. 
The proof is by induction on A. Let us just treat the case of - , :  suppose 
A = (B --~ C). 
'<=' Suppose (B ~ C)e F, A ~> I ,  A II- K B. By the Induction Hypothesis A F-H B. 
Clearly because of CP: F_~ A, so (B-- ,  C)e A, hence At I- H C. By the Induction 
Hypothesis: A II-K. C,  
'=>' Suppose (B-~C) 6 S ~. 
- If (ID(B---~ C))e F, then oy PTP: (B v(B --~ C))¢ F. F is saturated, hence B e F 
or (B --, C)~ K By our assumption (B -* C)6 it; so B e I 1 By IH: FIFK, B and 
F IFK, (7. Hence F Ih~K, B --* C. 
- I f  [ ] (B  - *  C)  ~/ - ,  let /to := {D [ [] D~F}. A moment's reflexion shows that: Ato, 
B htu (7.. Using a standard argument we can find a saturated A .~_ Ato such that B ~ A 
and C~ At. We have At 1> F and by IH: A IFK, B, At Ib'~:, (7. 
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Step 2: Let K = (W, <, f) be any Kripke Model. Sub(A) is the set of subformulae 
of A. Let: 
w a := {/3 e Sub(A) I w ~; B }, 
We define K a ~': (W a, <a  ],a} as follows: 
-" W A ::: {u 'A I w ~ W}; 
-- for a, b t~ IV a : 
a <ab:C~(a  U{C[ (~C)~ a}c  b and a# b'~; 
- fa (a ) :=  a N{9. 
One easily verifies that K A is a finite irreflexive Kripke Model. 
Cla im:  For every B ~Sub(A): (wlb~: B ¢~ walb~, BL 
Fhe proof is by induction on B. We treat ~tle case B =([21C). Suppose 
(~C)  c Sub(A). 
'~ '  Suppose: w~t-KLq¢ and a >~,,w a. a --- v a for some v. We have: v A >K~,u ,A 
and (~C)~ w a, hence CE e A, ('onclude vl~-~ C, B7 the IH: a == t~"xlt-~, C. 
.z_,,~, Supnose:~ w'~[b~aC and t~;> w. We have two cases: 
Case I: v a ¢ w A. Then clearly e a >~x w a, hence e*Xlt-~:., C and by IH: vlt-~:C. 
Case II: v a= w A, Suppose w l~3C.  
We claim: wlb~:~C--~ C. For consider x~w,  If x 'a~ w A, we have xlbKC by 
casc I. If x a= w A, we have (~C).~ x a, hence: xt~r~C, 
By SLP w I~-KC, hence w II-KE3C. (CP). Contradiction. We conclude: w II-K[]C. 
Step 3: Suppose I-HA. q.'hen there is a saturated A such that ~l -nA.  (In fact we 
can take A = 0, because H has the disjunction property.) By Step l: A I I~,A. By 
Step 2: AAIb~:~IA, and K~ is a finite irreflextve Kripke Model. 
6.15. Corollary: De Jongh's Theorem for W-substi~tion i stances 
Let A ~. ~p, then: 
t'n,t.A ¢:> ~,.t~:A , 
where IPL is Intuifionistic Propositiom~l Logic. 
Proof .  ':-,%" Trivial. 
',(=" Suppose A c 2~,, we have: 
gx~,vA" A ~ (6,10-6,13) 
IF~'~A~ (Completeness Theorem for IPL) 
bwLA. [] 
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6.15. Remark 
De Jongh's Theorem for ~W-substitution i stances was first proved by 
Smoryfiski (see [9, pp. 378-381]). Leivant later gave a proof-theoretic demonstra- 
tion of this fact and showed, via self-reference, how to uniformizc the result, 
7.  OnKLS  
In this section we adapt Beeson's proof of the independence of KLS from HA, 
to the framework of selfcompletions. As a result we find the independence of 
from any ~-sound base. 
7.1. Definitions 
We define the necessary concepts in L. Let Txyz be Kleene's T-predicate, U 
the result extracting function. 
(i) y total :¢~Vu :~v Tyuv. 
(ii) y ~ z :¢~Yu Vv Yw ((Tyuv ^  "/'zuw) --> Ut~ = Uw). 
(iii) z is an effective operation :¢:>E2(z):cO(Vy(y to ta l ->3u Tzyu)A 
Vy Vw Vu 'qv ((y totalA W total A y ~ W A Tzyu A Tzwv)  --> Uu = Uv))). 
(iv) n is a modulus for z at y:C~Mod(n,z,y) :cz>Vu'qvVw ((w 
total/x Tzwu/x  Tzyv/x'¢ x <~ n Vb Vc ((Twxb/x Tyxc) --* Ub = Uc)) --~ Uu = Ut0. 
(v) KLS :¢:> Vz Vy ((Ez(z) A y total) ---> ~lu Mod (u, z, y)). 
7.2. Theorem 
Let U be a ,~-sound base, then t~ u KLS. In particular: 
- htHA KLS; 
-b~Hg+-r~(<) KLS, where < is a well-founded RE-relation; 
- bt.A+RV.A KLS; 
-- ~HA+DNS KLS; 
- ~,A+-~M~ KLS. 
(Moreover inspection of the proof combined with our remarks in 5.13 shows: 
- I~t.tA+ECzr,, KLS.) 
For Beeson's original proof, see [1] or [12, pp. 267-273]. Our result that 
~HA+-~M~ KLS answers a question of Kreisel, which was not answered by FP- 
realizability. 
We prove 7.2 from a lemma: 
7.3. Lemma 
Let T be any RE theory, T~HA,  s.t. t- r CPr. We have: b-r KLS-->[]a-.I.. 
Proof of 7.2 from "/.3. Let U be a 2~-sound base. Suppose t- u KLS. Then 
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bu*KLS. Hence by the lemmt: I-u.U]t~&. (k-'3tr,±)E ~Z, so b~s~u.±.  By 2 -  
soundness I-t~, .L. ±~ ~7, so k~ J_. By V-soundness: 1. [] 
Proof of 7,3. Let T be a theory such that k.r CPT. 
We will produce an index e such that t 7. E2(e) and b.r (3n Mod(n, e, Ax • 0) --~ 
LqT±), where (Ax • 0) is a canonical index of the identically zero function. 
First we give the computation of {e}y. Let  s~ be the smallest number s such 
that: 
({y}s ,~ A (({y}s = 0/x Proofv(s, ~9 totall)) v {y}s ~ 0)L 
Here {y}s ~ abbreviates (3u Tysu). To compute [e}y we first compute s~. by first 
considering [y}0, in case {y}0~0, checking whether Proofv(0, i~ total ) etc. Of 
course this procedure need not terminate. When we have found sr there are two 
cases :  
(i) {y}s~ = O, then put {e}y :~0 
(ii) {y}s~, # O. Check ~x,.ether: 
'q w < s v M' p < s v (Proof .r(p, try total i) °~ 3 k < {y}s,, T( w, s~, k ) ). 
If so put {e}y :~-. [, else put {e}y ~0.  
We have: 
Claim 1. FT y total --~ {e}y ,~. 
Reason in T: Suppose y total, then by CPT: 3p ProofT (p, r9 totalt). Clearly sy 
~s. ounded by p. y is totai, hence the computation of s v will terminate. Moreover 
whenever the computation of s,. terminates, we have {e}y ~. 
Claim 2. I-T((y total ,,x y' total A y-y ' ) - - - ,{e}y~{e}y' ) .  
Reason in T: Suppose y ~otal, y' total, y ~ y'. We know from Claim 1: {e}y ,~, 
{e}y' ~,. Suppose {e}y = 0. {e}y' = t. Let s := s~, s':  = sv,. 
Assume {y}s = 0, so ProofT(s, t.~ totalS). We have y < s, because in a standard 
G6del numbering the proof is longer than the theorem. Moreover s < s' because 
y ~ y' and {y'}s' ~ 0. Hence 3 k <{y'} s' = {y}s' T(y, s', k). But this is impossible, 
for in a standard G6del numbering the computation k must be longer than the 
result {y}s'. 
Hence {y}s,~0. We have s = s', {y}s ={y}s'. Conclude {e}y = {e}y'. Contradic- 
tion. 
Hence, because = is decidable: {e}y = {e}y'. 
Taking Claim I and 2 together we have t 7, Ez(e). 
Reason in T: Suppose KLS, then 3n Mod (n, e, (Ax • 0)) and hence by CPT: 3n 
E3-r Mod (n, e, (Ax • 0)). Wt have: 
Og w < n + I "q p < n + 1 (ProofT(p, rw totail~ ~ ~3r(3k Tw(n  + 1)k))). 
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Consider w < n + 1, p < n + 1. We have 
Proof-r(p, I¢,, total 1) ~ U]~.3k Tw(n + 1)k 
-~ U]o,4ProofT(p, lli~ total ) -~ 3k Tw(n + 1)k) 
and 
7ProofT(p, r~ total i) .~ DT-TProof.r(p, r~i, total t) 
--~ L~dProof.r(p, rio total 1) --~ :Ik '/kv(n + l)k). 
Hence by the decidabil~ty of PrOOfT: 
(V w < n + 1 Y p < n + 1 Ul-r(Proof.r(p, r~, total 1) __+ (3k Tw(n + 1)k))). 
By a familiar induction argument: 
VI-r(V w < n + l Y p < n + t (ProofT(p, rw total 1) ._~ (3k Tw(n + 1)k))). 
Reason in U]r: We have 
V w < n + 1Vp < n 4- 1 (Proofv(p, r~ total 1) _ ,  (3k Tw(n + l)k))). 
Hence clearly there is an m such that: 
Y w < n + ! Vp < n + 1 (ProofT(p, re., total ) ~ 3 k < m (Tw(n + 1)k). (*) 
Let f be a canonical index such that: 
0 if x~n+l ,  
{f}X "~ 
m if x = n + 1. 
We have Mod(n, e, Ax • 0), hence: {e}f~0. On the other hand: if ~}sf were 0, we 
had f<s f  and because f is a canonical index: n + 1 <f  Hence n + 1 <s  t. Tiffs is 
impossible. So {f}sf = m and sf = n + 1. But then by (*): {e}f~ 1. Contradiction, 
Hence we conclude in T:O.rL .  Hence ~r KLS-~ '~v±.  [] 
7.4. Remark 
Clearly we cannot establish the consistency of HA+- lKLS  with our mcthods, 
for HA+-7-7KLS  is a .~-sound base. Thus: 
Open prob lem:  Do we have t~HA~-tKLS? 
7.5. Remark 
Of course other independence proofs using CP and bases are possible, e.g. we 
can prove that for ~-soued bases U:14u Ml>~ and ~rs MS, where MS is Myhitl- 
Sheperdson's Theorem. The proof of the last fact is a simple adaptation of the 
proof in [1]. 
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